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Va~us  types of sequential machines appeared in existing literature. 
Among them are the deterministic, nondeterministic, probabilistic and 
stochastic sequential machines. Recently, Wee (1967) formulated a dif- 
ferent type of machine which he called fuzzy automaton. It was shown 
that fuzzy automaton i cludes the deterministic and the nondeterminis- 
tic machines as special cases. However, fuzzy automata nd probabilistic 
or stochastic machines have entirely different behaviors. In this paper, an 
attempt is made to extract the basic properties common to all these 
machines and develop from it a general formulation of sequential ma- 
chines. 
DEFmITmN. A pseudo sequential machine A is a system (U, S, V, 
f, g, h) where 
U is a finite nonempty set (inputs), 
S is a finite nonempty set (states), 
V is a finite nonempty set (outputs), 
] is a/unction from S X U X S X T into [0, 1] where T is a subset 
of the real line. In other words, f(s, u, s', t) C [0, 1] for every s, s' C S, 
u C U, and t E T. (state transition function at time t), 
g is a function from S X U X V X T into [0, 1] (output function 
at time t), 
h is a function from S X T into [0, 1] (initial distribution). 
Remark. If T = N, the set of all natural numbers, then A is said to be 
discrete. If f, g and h are independent of T, then A is said to be stationary. 
Elements of U and V are called input and output alphabets, respec- 
tively. Finite sequences of input (output) alphabets are called input 
(output) tapes. For convenience sake, we shall also consider the empty 
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tape e, with the property xe = x ~- ex for every tape x. The collection 
of all input tapes is denoted by U*, and the collection of all output apes 
is denoted by V*. Let x be a tape, then Ig(x) denotes the length of the 
tape x. 
DEFInITIOn. A sequential machine A* is a system ( U, S, V, f*, g*, h) 
where U, V, S, and h are the same as that given above, f* and g* are, 
respectively, the same as f and g given above with U* replacing U and 
V* replacing V. 
The sequential operations of a machine are not completely deter- 
mined by f and g. From a pseudo sequential machine one can construct 
different sequential machines. Thus defining a sequential machine by f 
and g instead of f* and g*, which is being done by other authors, suffers 
frem lack of completeness. 
Remark. To each sequential machine A* there is associated in a natural 
manner a pseudo sequential machine A, i.e., f and g are the restriction 
off* andg* to S × U X S X T and S X U X V X T, respectively. 
DEFINITION. A pseudo sequential machine is said to be of class C(C) 
if f, g and h satisfy a set C of constraints. 
DEFINITION. If the pseudo sequential machine A associated with the 
sequential machine A* is of class C(C), and A* can be obtained from A 
by a rule of extension R, consistent with C, which extends f and g 
uniquely into f* and g*, respectively, then A* is said to belong to 
class e(C, R). 
We shall illustrate how the existing sequential machines fit into the 
general formulation discussed above. 
I. Probabilistic sequential machines C(C~, Rp): 
The constraints in C~ : for every s E S, u E U and n E N,  it is true 
that 
~_, f ( s ,u ,s ' ,n )  = 1, ~_ ,g (s ,u ,v ,n )  = 1 and ~_,h(s ' ,n )  = 1. 
s'EZ vE'V s'E~ 
The rule of extension RD : f* and g* are defined by induction on 
lg(u*), u* E U*, 
{1 ° ( i )  f * ( s ,e , s ,n )  = i f  s = s' 
if s # d 
f*(s, u*, u, s', n) = ZP(s ,  u*, s", n)f(s", u, s', n + lg(u*)) 
s~ES 
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(ii) g*(8, u*, v*, n) = 0 if lg(u*) ~ lg(v*)_ 
g*(8, e, e, n) = 1 
g*(8, u'u, v%, n) = g*(8, u*, ~*, n) ~f (8 ,  u*, 8', ~) 
M~5 
• g(s', u, v, n + lg(u*)). 
II. Deterministic sequential machines ¢(CD, RD) : C, is the same us 
Cp plus the additional constraint which states that the range of f, g and 
h consists of only two numbers, 0 and 1. RD is the same as Rp. 
III. (Pessimistic) Fuzzy sequential machines e(Cv, Re) : 
Cr is an empty set, i.e., there are no constrMnts. 
f~ -~ 8 t , i f  s (i) f * ( s ,e , s ,n )  = if 8 ~s '  
f*(s, u'u, s', it) = Max {Min [f*(s, u*, s", n), 
s"ES 
f (s  t', u, s', n + lg(u*)]} 
(ii) g*(s, u*, v*, n) = 0 if lg(u*) ~ lg(v*) 
g*(8, e, e, n) = 1 
g*(s, u'u,  v'v, n) = Min {g*(8, u*, v*, n), Max [Min tf*(~, u*, 
s"E5 
s', n), g(s', u, v, n + lg(u*)]}. 
IV. Nondeterministie s quential machines C(C~- , RN): The only 
constraint in CN is that the range of f, g and h consist of only two num- 
bers, 0 and 1. RN is the same as R~. 
V. Stochastic sequential machines C(Cs, Rs) : Cs is the same as C~. 
The rule of extension Rs : Define p*(s, u*, v*, J ,  n) as follows b v 
induction on lg(u*), u* E U*, 
p* ( s, U*, V* t ,8 ,n )  = 0 if 
p* ( s, e, e, 8', n) = if 
~ t 
p*(8, u'u, v v, 8, n) =- 
lg(u*) ~ lg(v*) 
8~8 r 
f 8¢8 
~ f*(s, u*, v*, ~ , n)f(8",  u, 8, n + l~(u*)) 
s~E~ 
• g(8", u, v, n -t- lg(u*)) 
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f*(s, u*, 8', n) = ~ p*(s, u*, v*, 8', n) 
v*EV* 
g*(8, u*, v*, n) = T_, p*(s, u*, v*, 8', n). 
s'E8 
The definitions given above for probabilistic, deterministic, non- 
deterministic and stochastic sequential machines are equivalent ~o the 
usual ones except possibly for some slight modifications, e.g, the output 
function. Aside from the output function which was not defined in Wee's 
thesis, the (pessimistic) fuzzy sequential machine is essentially the same 
as the fuzzy automaton i troduced by Wee (1967). The manner in which 
the definitions are given provides a deeper insight to the nature of a 
sequential machine. Indeed, it should be clear at this stage that by ap- 
propriate choices of C and R, we can construct as many classes of se- 
quential machines as we please. A few interesting clasps of se- 
quential machines, which have never appeared in any other paper before, 
will be presented below. 
VI. Optimistic fuzzy sequential machines C(C0, R0): Co is aa empty 
set. 
The rule of extension Ro :f* and g* are defined by induction on 
Ig (u*), u* C U*, 
I0 if s = s' 
* ' l 
(i) f (s, e, s ,  n) = 
1 if s#s  
I * I! t f*(s, u'u, s ,  n) = Min {Max [f*(s, u ~ s , n), f(s", u, 8, 
d' E8 
n + lg(u*))]} 
(ii) g*(s, u*, v*, n) = 0 if lg(u*) # lg(v*) 
g*(s, e, e, n) = 0 
g*(s, u'u, v'v, n) - Max {g*(s, u*, v*, n), Min [Max {f*(s, u*, s', 
n),g(s", u, v, n + ]g(u*))}]}. 
VII. Mixed fuzzy sequential machines ~(CM, R~): C~ is aa empty 
set. 
= b * * * * f~* afF* + pro; gM = cgF + dgo 
wherQ a, b, c, d are real numbers uch that a + b = c + d = 1, and 
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the subscripts M, F, and 0 denote the corresponding functions of 
e(CM, R~), e(C~, R~) and C(C0, R0), respectively. 
VIII. Maximin sequential machines C(CA, RA): 
The constraints in C~ : for every s E S, u E U, n E N, there exist 
s', s" E S, v E V such that f(s, u, s', n) = 1, g(s, u, v, n) =1 and 
h(s", n) = 1. 
The rule of extension RA : Define p*(s, u*, v*, s', n) as follows by 
induction on Ig(u*) u* C U*, 
, v* , s ,n )  = 0 if lg(u*) ~lg(v*)  p*(s, u* i 
{: , r if s= p*(s, e, e, s,  n) = 
if s ~ s' 
?? v * s ,n ) ,  p* ( s, u'u, v'v, s,  n) = Max {Min [p*(s, u v*, 
s~E5 
! 
p(s", u, v, s,  n + lg(u*))]} 
where 
p(s, u, v, s', n) = Min If(s, u, s', n), g(s, u, v, n)] 
! ! 
p(s,  u*, s, n) = ~ax p*(s, u*, v*, s, n) 
v*EV* 
g* ( s, u*, v*, n) -= Max p* ( s, u*, v*, s', n ). 
stE s 
IX. Minimax sequential machines C(C~, R~) : 
The constraints in Cz : for every s E S, u E U, n E N, there exist 
s', s" E S, v E V such that f(s, u, s', n) = O, g(s, u, v, n) = 0 and 
h(s", n) = 0. 
The rule of extension Rt : Define p*(s, u*, v*, s', n) as follows by 
induction on lg(u*), u* E U*, 
p*(s, u*, v*, s', n) = 0 if Ig(u*) ~ lg(v*) 
p*(s, e, e, s, n) = 
if s~s  
p*(s, u* u, v* v, s', n) = Min {Max [p*(s, u*, v*, s", n), 
s"ES 
p(s", u, v, s', n -t- lg(u*))]} 
where 
p(s, u, v, s', n) = Max [f(s, u, s', n), g(s, u, v, n)] 
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/* ( s, u*, s', n) = Min p* ( s, u*, v*, ~', n) 
v*EV* 
g* ( s, u*, v*, n) = Min p* ( s, u*, v*, s l, n ), 
s' ES 
Remark. The constraints in C•(Cz) are necessary to assure that 
/*(e, u, s', n) =/(s, u, s', n),  g*(s, u, v, n) = g(8, u, v, n). 
X. Composite sequential machines C(Cc, Re): Cc is the union of 
CA and C~. 
fc* = af.4* -k bf~*; go* = cgA* -k dg~* 
where a, b, c, d are real numbers uch that a -t- b = c -t- d = 1, and the 
subscripts C, A, and I denote the corresponding functions of C(Cc, Re), 
C(CA, R~), and C(Cx, R~), respectively. 
XI.  Hybrid sequential machines C (CH, R . ) :  CH is an empty set. 
R .  is the same as Rr except, instead of taking the minimum, we take the 
product. 
XI I .  Max-product sequential machines C( Cr, Rr): Cr is the same 
as C.4 • R~ is the same as R~ except, instead of taking the minimum, we 
take the product. 
XI I I .  Fixed sequential machines C (Cz, Rx) : Cx is empty. 
f*(8, uu*, 8', t) = f(s,  u, s', t); 
$8 g ( , uu*, vv*, t) = g(s, u, v, t). 
For the classes I I I  and VI to X I I  a physical interpretation can be 
attached to f, g, and h. They may be considered as grade of membership 
functions of fuzzy sets. The concept of fuzzy sets was introduced by 
Zadeh (1965). 
RECeiVeD: April 25, 1967; gEVISED: October 10, 1967. 
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